In all the places I have traveled in the past year (and there are a lot of them), investor sentiment has been similar. Gratitude at the amazing returns has been tinged by nervousness over the height of asset values and the dearth of volatility. Termed by The Economist as the “Bull Market in Everything,” the cycle seemed ripe for a correction. Some actually expressed a hope for one, to prompt additional perspective.

It is said we should be careful what we wish for, because we just might get it. Beginning late last week, stocks finally stepped back. Market declines of 5% and even 10% occur with some regularity, even in the midst of long bull intervals. But because it has been such a long time since one had happened, the associated nervousness was amplified. Some in the media even went so far as to suggest that something systemic was in the works.

My colleague Jim McDonald covers the market angle well in his piece “The Return of Volatility.” In this column, I will examine the root causes of the market’s collective concern and assess whether the alarm is justified.

Asset prices have benefitted importantly over the past few years from low interest rates. Nearly a decade after the financial crisis, monetary policy in developed markets remains extraordinarily accommodative. Overnight interest rates are still low and central banks continue to carry large balance sheets. As a result, long-term interest rates across countries have been well below historical norms.
Additionally, tight credit spreads, easing lending terms and low levels of market volatility have combined to create easy financial conditions. Prior to the recent correction, indexes measuring financial conditions had exceeded their 2007 highs.

Last fall, the strength of the global economy prompted bond market participants to reevaluate. Ten-year yields in the U.S. are 80 basis points higher since last September, and sovereign yields in other markets have also moved upward. That led to worry that one of the foundations of asset price increases was cracking.

It bears mentioning, though, that interest rates remain low by historical standards. And if interest rates are rising because global economic strength is generating demand for capital, that combination of circumstances should be supportive for markets.

Nonetheless, the anxiety over rising interest rates was in the background when the U.S. employment report came out last Friday. Within the release was the highest reading on wage growth in nine years. This single number appears to be the leading suspect in the search for the root cause of the correction.

Faster wage growth is not at all unexpected. U.S. unemployment is just above 4%, and unemployment in other parts of the world has been declining. Reports of wage pressures have been mounting, and business surveys reveal an expectation that retaining talent will require paying up. Forecasts and central bankers have factored this into their estimations of future inflation.

But it seems unlikely that wages will escalate uncontrollably. There remain powerful secular governors: the advance of automation, global sourcing and corporate discipline. Further, productivity growth remains disappointing; wages are closely tied to potential output.

Even if wages rise more rapidly, the historical link between wages and inflation is weak. During the past two expansions, wage growth reached a 4% annual pace without creating much (if any) pressure on the overall price level.

There are a number of reasons for the weak association between the two. If compensation is rising because workers are becoming more productive, then pricing won’t be threatened. Recent capital spending by businesses (with tax reform likely to add momentum) should enhance the “supply side” of the economy.
Furthermore, firms may not be able to pass along higher wage costs so easily. They face competition and discriminating consumers, who could be expected to push back. Price comparisons and transacting have been enhanced immeasurably by the advance of online retail portals. And finally, increases in the cost of labor always invite contemplation of automation. If workers press too hard, capital may be used as an alternative.

Nonetheless, market-based measures of inflation expectations have risen by almost 50 basis points since last summer. As shown in the chart above, measures of inflation expectations are closely correlated with the price of oil. A barrel of crude costs $20 more than it did in June of 2017, but prices have begun to retreat as U.S. production ramps up. This could certainly take some of the edge off inflation expectations.

We believe the strength of the global economy is the main reason for the increased risk of inflation; resource utilization is advancing, and resource supply is not. U.S. fiscal policy, which now includes higher spending limits for military and domestic programs, may add further pressure. But it seems premature to conclude that inflation will suddenly break containment after a long period of quiescence.

Some pundits have rushed to predict a return to 2008, but the financial system is much better capitalized and managed than it was ten years ago. So it is less likely that drops in asset prices will prompt the kind of system-wide contagion we experienced a decade ago.

This kind of reassurance may not be enough to break the market’s negative tone. During phases like this, psychology and program trading have the upper hand. We can only hope that the reflection prompted by recent volatility ultimate recognizes the strong global fundamentals which, for now, appear uncompromised.

Más o Menos

Stabilizing domestic environments (reflected in the incoming economic data) and a robust global backdrop has helped Latin America (LATAM) get back on its feet. Stronger external demand, rising commodity prices and a weaker U.S. dollar have supported each country’s movement out of recessions.

Though many LATAM nations have low interest rates and rising inflation, structural differences between countries often leads to divergence in their economic performance. The following is a summary of current conditions in a handful of LATAM’s larger economies.

**Brazil:** Record low inflation allowed interest rates to fall to a historical low, making ongoing deleveraging less painful. “Budget freeze” austerity legislation was crucial to driving bond yields down, which in turn improved asset prices. Maintaining fiscal discipline will be key to normalizing this large market.

**Colombia:** Similarly to Brazil, Colombia has witnessed sizeable interest cuts. Higher oil prices, the weaker dollar and general optimism about emerging markets have led to improved capital inflows. Fiscal consolidation is proceeding at a slow pace, suggesting a gradual reduction in the government deficit and the stabilization of debt levels.

**Chile:** As in Brazil, softer inflation has led to an accommodative monetary policy by the Chilean central bank. However, unlike Brazil, Chile has not only witnessed a large increase in aggregate debt, but also has the highest credit-to-gross domestic product (GDP) gap after Colombia and Mexico. High leverage, high dollar-denominated debt and its current account deficit make Chile
vulnerable to external shocks such as rising global interest rates, negative balance sheet effects and higher U.S. yields.

**Argentina:** In contrast to the effects of accommodative policies in much of the region, Argentina’s interest rates are moving higher. Inflation, an old menace in Argentina, has led to monetary tightening, while the peso has depreciated against the dollar. A weaker currency alongside dollar-denominated debt buildup demands caution.

**Mexico:** Appreciation of the Mexican peso combined with rising interest rates has played an important role in reducing the burden of public debt. Higher oil prices improve the fiscal position but also increase its trade deficit. Mexico has been a net oil importer since 2014.

**Venezuela:** While other major LATAM economies are growing, Venezuela is still mired in a deep and prolonged recession with hyperinflation. Irresponsible policies, a shortage of dollars due to low oil prices (and output), curbs on imports and widespread shortages are together impairing not just Venezuela’s economy, but its overall quality of life. Given sizeable upcoming debt repayments and a chaotic exchange rate regime, the economy is unlikely to recover anytime soon.

Beyond their economies, political risk in this region is sizeable, particularly in Brazil and Mexico. Brazil’s prolonged political crisis (triggered by the impeachment of former president Dilma Rousseff) is likely to persist until its October 2018 elections. In Mexico, a victory of the left-wing populist Andrés Manuel López Obrador in July would pose a major threat to the structural reforms undertaken by outgoing president Enrique Peña Nieto and further complicate discussion of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).

Given the trade linkages between LATAM and the developed world, events in these markets bear watching. We’ll certainly be following them, and will keep you updated.

**Mountains to Climb**

I was not invited to last month’s World Economic Forum (WEF) in Davos, Switzerland. Judging from the press coverage of the event, it was my loss; a virtual Who’s Who of world leaders was there to offer reflections on how to improve the state of the world. The program included panel discussions on a broad array of topics including global health, energy, technology, immigration,
education, conservation, diplomacy and (of course) economics. Scarcely any subject of human interest went unaddressed.

The sessions included an impressive array of discussants, many of whom have devoted their lives to their disciplines. They approached their assignments in the spirit of George Bernard Shaw, who famously said: “You see things; and you say ‘Why?’ But I dream things that never were, and I say ‘Why Not?’”

It’s inspiring to imagine a more utopian world, where good ideas are the coin of the realm and global divisions are manageable. The speeches provided a welcome departure from the seemingly intractable challenges that dominate policy discussions and media attention.

Tellingly, though, this year’s gathering was entitled “Creating a Shared Future in a Fractured World.” Unfortunately, the messages emerging from conclaves like Davos are increasingly at odds with broader public sentiment in many countries. Globalization and immigration have become four-letter words, and the regard for experts and expertise is in decline. Borders are getting thicker, not thinner; and the world’s elite are seen as being increasingly out of touch with the bulk of the population. (Jamie Dimon, Chairman of JPMorgan Chase & Co., once said Davos was best described as “where billionaires tell millionaires what the middle class feels.”)

Given that an uncomfortably large fraction of the world’s population would be overjoyed to join the middle class, it seems even less likely that the luminaries are in sufficient touch with those who live in the lowest deciles. To sustain support for globalization and high-minded approaches to global challenges, organizations like the WEF must do a better job of enunciating how (and when!) these prescribed remedies will improve the lots of those seeking a clearer path to prosperity. Until then, even the best of sentiments expressed in Davos will dissipate quickly into the Alps.
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